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OB Eberhardt is a big man.
UOP football fans can pick out his sixfoot-plus frame on the field as he prowls up
and down the sidelines during a game, dressed
in an orange jacket and football shoes.
He is known to many as an avid fan of
UOP athletics, but few realize the depth and
extent of his involvement with the life of the
University. The important role he and "his"
bank have played in making the University
what it is today is largely unknown.
Even fewer know that he heads one of the
largest conservation organizations in the world,
and that his enduring love of the outdoors is
contributing to the preservation of thousands
of acres of untouched wetlands in Canada and
Mexico.
Most persons are surprised that the bank
he heads, the Bank of Stockton, is the 19th
largest in the United States in terms of
agricultural loans, that at the age of 42 he was
president of the California Bankers Associa
tion, and that he was a driving force in the
formation of an important group of bankers
that has made a significant impact on legisla
tion, not only in the state but nationally.
Seeing Robert M. Eberhardt in his office
at.the Bank of Stockton's main office at San
Joaquin and Miner brings two immediate
observations: Bob Eberhardt is in charge, and
Bob Eberhardt is admired and respected by
those who work for him and by those who
visit his place of business. The atmosphere is
friendly and no-nonsense business at the same
time.
This is a man who is as at home chairing
a meeting of the UOP Board of Regents as he
is in a duck blind on the Delta. He is as en
thusiastic about a UOP women's volleyball
match in the Spanos Center as he is boarding
the Bank of Stockton's twin engine Cessna for
a business meeting in Los Angeles.
He may be found attending a make-up
Rotary Club meeting at a tiny club in East
Stockton, or he may be invited to the White
House, as he was last spring, to lunch with the
President.

T

he Eberhardt name and the Bank of
Stockton he heads are so intertwined with the
University of the Pacific that it often is dif
ficult to tell where one begins and the other
ends.
If it were not for the Bank of Stockton, it
doubtful that the University of the Pacificwould be the institution it is today.
If it were not for the Eberhardt family,
neither the Bank of Stockton nor the Universi
ty would be what they are today.
Both the University and the Bank share
I e distinction of being among the oldest ins<«u.ions in California.
CoMin„d
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Robert M. Eberhardt, chairman of the UOP Board of Regents, is an avid sportsman in addition to heading one of
California's top 500 corporations.
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school prior to entering the service, Eberhardt
"had to start all over" again as a freshman.

The University of the Pacific is the state's
first chartered institution of higher education.
The Bank of Stockton is the second oldest
state bank in California still operating under
its original charter.
About 10 years after Pacific graduated its
first class of five students in 1858, the Bank of
Stockton was taking form in the Central
Valley. In August 1867 a group of businessmen
gathered in the San Joaquin County Clerk's
Office to submit papers of incorporation for
registration. With the first savings deposit of
$10, the Bank of Stockton was born. (First
known as Stockton Savings and Loan, it was
renamed the Bank of Stockton in 1957, but it
continues to operate under its original charter.)
Nearly $100,000 worth of business was con
ducted during the first 24 days of operation in
the new bank, located at 179 El Dorado Street.

This is a man who is as at home
chairing a meeting of the UOP
Board of Regents as he is in a
duck blind on the Delta.
From the beginning the bank had a
philosophy of serving the local individual, and
it has maintained that approach ever since. It
is still about as close as you can get to a family
held bank, with less than 200 stockholders of
record today. Most of the shareholders are
related to either the founders or the Eberhardt
family.
One of the driving forces behind the early
development of the bank wasT.U. Shippee,
the second president, who served from 1877
until his retirement in 1893.
Fred M. West followed Shippee as presi
dent. West's nephew, Frank A., and Frank's
son, Frank Jr., were both on the board of
directors. West was succeeded in 1909 by R.E.
Wilhoit, another of the original directors. His
son, E.L. Wilhoit, became president in 1917.
It was during the Wilhoit years that the
University and the Bank of Stockton became
closely related. Wilhoit became a member of
Pacific's Board of Regents. President of the
college's board was Thomas F. Baxter, also a
member of the bank's board and president of
Holt Manufacturing. These two men teamed
with the Rev. A.C. Bane, pastor of Central
Methodist Church in Stockton, and John L.
Burcham, vice president of the College, to lead
the fund raising drive to bring the college to
Stockton from San Jose.
Wilhoit continued as President of the
bank until 1949 when R.L. Eberhardt became
its sixth president. His son, Robert, became
president in 1963.
R.L. Eberhardt joined the bank after serv
ing with the California State Banking Depart
ment as an examiner just prior to the depres
sion years — difficult years for both the bank
ing industry and higher education.
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Robert M. Eberhardt was born in
Oakland in 1927 and when he was six weeks
old the family moved to Stockton. He attend
ed local schools, and after two years at
Stockton High School he completed his sec
ondary education at New Mexico Military In
stitute.
Bob recalls the depression years and the
difficult times this meant for the college. He
remembers his father and President Tully C.
Knoles making the rounds of Stockton
businesses attempting to raise funds to meet
the college payroll.
It also was during these years that the
Bank of Stockton stepped in to assist the col
lege with its finances by assigning its cashier,
Ovid Ritter, to the college. Ritter stayed on to
become not only controller but one of the
most highly revered business professors at
Pacific.

He remembers his father and
President Knoles making the
rounds of Stockton businesses
raising funds to meet the college
payroll.
Eberhardt completed his high school
education during the World War II years, but
an ear injury he had suffered during a water
polo game kept him from military service in
itially. He enrolled at Pacific in the fall of
1944, and fondly recalls playing football for
Amos Alonzo Stagg for three games until he
was called by the Air Force and served in the
Azores and in France.
Following World War II, Bob returned to
Pacific and again went out for football.
Although he had completed several months of

He remembers being a substitute end and
being told "go in there and give Bill a rest."
Bill being Bill Milhaupt who became one of
Eberhardt's banking competitors in Stockton.
Eberhardt's athletic career was, however,
short lived as a result of a knee injury during
his first season back from the service.
Like so many other alumni of the late '40s
and early '50s, Eberhardt recalls a Pacific that
was vastly different from the campus today.
"The bookstore was a 'wooden
porch'...freshmen wore dinks...smoking was
prohibited on campus and took place only
across the street," Eberhardt recalls.
Eberhardt graduated with the class of
1951...a member of the "veterans classes" of
1949-50-51 that annually holds one of the most
successful reunions of any group of alumni.
He joined the banking profession after
graduation and entered a training program at
the Anglo California Bank (now the Crocker
Bank) in San Francisco. After a year and a
half he followed his father's footsteps and
joined the California State Banking Depart
ment as an examiner. In 1956 he joined the
Bank of Stockton.
R.L. Eberhardt was named to the Board
of Regents in 1952 when E.L. Wilhoit retired.
He had succeeded Wilhoit as president of the
Bank of Stockton in 1949. Bob became presi
dent in 1963, and the same year succeeded his
father as a member of the University's Board
of Regents. In 1975 he succeeded Ted F. Baun
as chairman of the University's Board and
holds that position today.
Eberhardt obviously enjoys his work with
the UOP Board of Regents, whom he describes
as "certainly not a rubber stamp. They are
very involved in policy matters and especially
in fund raising."
He characterizes some as being "real
Tigers" and "doing a hell of a job. They all
provide some very important thought and
careful consideration."
He is equally vocal on the future of inter
collegiate athletics. He can't visualize the
Regents eliminating football, for example.
"A first rate intercollegiate athletic pro
gram is an integral part of the institution. It is
part of the character of the school, and I can't
see the Regents wanting to change the
character of Pacific," he says.
Many of Eberhardt's contributions to the
University, as well as the community, often go
unheralded. He was, for example, instrumental
in the University recently receiving a $1 millio11
cash gift from an anonymous donor. This
followed a $500,000 gift from the sarne un
named source about a year ago.
Many UOP athletes know of his personal
commitment to the athletic programs through
numerous small but significant events...one be
ing an annual barbecue in the backyard of his
good friend Orlo Hayes' home for the UOP
football team.

Eberhardt with his daughter Leslie, an employee in the
Marketing Department of the Bank of Stockton.

The growth of the Bank of Stockton has
been largely in the agricultural area. "I was
surprised when I learned that we were in the
top one percent of the banks in the country in
agricultural loans," Eberhardt says. About
one-third of the bank's $260 million loan port
folio is in agriculture.
The Bank ranks 196th in net income
among California's top 500 corporations, the
only Stockton corporation to be ranked, ac
cording to "California Business" magazine.
Eberhardt chuckles at midwestern bankers
who are concerned about the growth of branch
banking in their areas.
"If they provide personal service, they
will beat the competition," he says. "We have
never worried much about the competition.
We have been here a long time and try to be
innovative and provide the best service possi
ble."
He adds that the Bank of Stockton had
assets larger than the Bank of America when
that bank chose the branch banking route to
growth. "We chose to grow another way and
remain a 'hometown' bank," Eberhardt says.
Personalized service has resulted in steady
growth for the Bank of Stockton. Some of the
most dramatic growth has come in recent
years. In 1960 the bank headquarters was
moved to its fourth and present location at
Miner and San Joaquin and in 1970 added
another historic site with the opening of its
Carson Oaks Branch in North Stockton. The
site, originally the Carson Ranch, was owned
by one of the first stockholders, William
McKendree Carson.

Another change occurred in 1980 when
the Bank of Stockton acquired the five branch
Mid Cal National Bank with offices in
Stockton, Lodi, Manteca, Tracy and Pine
Grove.
Eberhardt also takes considerable pride in
the Bank's trust department, one of the oldest
and largest in the state. In 1982 the depart
ment increased its assets to over $130 million.
His influence also has been significant in
banking throughout California. In 1969, at the
age of 42, he became one of the youngest
presidents of the California Bankers Associa
tion. Another indication of his leadership is
the fact that the same year he became presi
dent of the Bank of Stockton, 1963, he was
president of the Independent Bankers Associa
tion of Northern California.
He has remained active in Banking
Association work and was the founder and
chairman of the Bankers Responsible Govern
ment Committee. He recently was involved
with intensive efforts to stop legislation that
would have resulted in withholding taxes on
savings account interest.
Dorothy Crum, who has been a member
of the California Bankers Association's staff
longer than anyone — more than 25 years —
knows Bob Eberhardt not only as a "good
banker but as a good friend. Both he and his
wife, Mimi, are super people," she says.
While Eberhardt is enthusiastic about
the Bank of Stockton and the University of the
Pacific, perhaps his greatest zeal in recent
years has been reserved for Ducks Unlimited,
Inc., a volunteer international conservation ef
fort he has served this past year as president.

Eberhardt has been the driving
force behind Stockton becoming
an international leader in the
Ducks Unlimited program.
Eberhardt has been an avid outdoorsman,
hunter and fisherman all of his life. He has
been the driving force behind Stockton becom
ing an international leader in the Ducks
Unlimited program and the local Ducks
Unlimited Annual Dinner has become one of
the largest in the world.
Eberhardt traces his interest in hunting to
his boyhood days, when he joined his father
duck hunting on the Delta. When asked about
Ducks Unlimited, Eberhardt is quick to recite
the scope of the organization:
"It is the largest waterfowl conservation
effort in the world," he says. "It has spent
more than $200 million since 1973 and last
year raised $34.8 million to be used for the
restoration and preservation of nesting
grounds in Canada and resting grounds in
Mexico. (The goal for 1984 is .$41,500,000). By
the end of this year, 1983, Ducks Unlimited,
Inc., expects to have 550,000 members and
slightly over 3,000 chapters throughout the

United States. Ducks Unlimited, Inc., has fully
developed approximately three million acres
that vary in size from small prairie ponds to
conservation complexes of more than 5,000
acres."
During the past year as president of
Ducks Unlimited, Eberhardt has made fre
quent trips to Canada. In March he was in
vited to the White House to have lunch with
President Reagan. A last minute international
emergency forced cancellation of the visit just
as Eberhardt was about to board a plane in
San Francisco for the trip. Instead of visiting
the White House, Eberhardt spent the next day
presiding at a UOP Board of Regents meeting.
Involvement with Ducks Unlimited is only
one facet of Eberhardt's community interests.
He is a past commissioner of the Port of
Stockton, actively involved with the Greater
Stockton Chamber of Commerce, was named
"Mr. Stockton" by the Stockton Board of
Realtors in 1976, and has been active in
Rotary.
His business and personal philosophy dic
tates involvement in the community. "It is a
reinvestment in the community," he says when
commenting on the host of requests the Bank
receives for contributions to worthy causes in
the community.
Last March, Eberhardt celebrated his 25th
anniversary with the Bank of Stockton. The
Bank's house organ, "Bank Notes," took little
special note of the occasion other than listing
the name of Robert M. Eberhardt with three
other employees who had attained the
milestone.
Another item in the same issue noted that
Eberhardt had become a grandfather for the
first time last fall with the birth of Brandon
Robert Belcher, son of his daughter and sonin-law Bonnie and Dick Belcher. Bonnie is a
UOP graduate and her husband is a Bay Area
photographer.
Another daughter, Mary Elizabeth, is a
UOP graduate and loan officer with Security
Pacific Bank in Los Angeles. A third
daughter, Wendy (Mrs. Jim) Harvey recently
added a granddaughter to the family, and the
youngest Eberhardt daughter, Leslie, works in
the marketing department at the Bank of
Stockton.
Family man, University Regent, highly
successful and influential banker, out
doorsman, conservationist, Bob Eberhardt
looks to the future with great anticipation
and...
"If it offers more time for hunting and
fishing, it will be just fine with me," he says.
—D.M.
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A Few Who Make
Pacific Proud
D

ISNEY characters roving Fantasyland
in bulky, furry, animated costumes stay
comfortable in the Southern California sun
wearing the same liquid cooling vests designed
for shuttle astronauts' space suits. That bit of
trivia, together with a lot of other interesting
spinoffs of space suit technology neatly
packaged in a 10-minute speech, clinched a
coveted first place in expository speaking at
the American Forensic Association National
Individual Events Tournament in April. Not
bad for the speech senior Scott Park couldn't
launch all year.
The speech, in fact, had produced only
disappointments following a first place debut
in October. Multiple revisions brought it up to
standards for the spring tournament where at
Weber State University in Ogden, Utah, Scott
competed against more than 60 qualifiers in
the same event. This top award brings his two
years with the UOP Forensic Team to a close,
and the prize, a huge pewter serving platter,
will look nice in his dorm at law school next
year.

Scott Park is one of a long list of UOP
students, most of them seniors, who brought
renown to the University this year through
outstanding achievement in the arts, business
and sciences. Here follows a brief, and most
likely incomplete, chronicle of those students
and their awards. Not mentioned are the many
distinctions and scholarships given annually by
the individual schools for achievement by their
scholars, rather, listed are those outside awards
which spotlight UOP among the nation's finest
universities.
Certainly one of the grandest honors of
the year came in March with senior public ad
ministration major Joe Hartley's selection as a
Coro Foundation Fellow. One of only 36
students chosen nationwide, Hartley, a twoterm ASUOP president, is Pacific's fourth
recipient since the Fellowship was established
in 1942.
Through a comprehensive application pro
cess, the Coro Foundation chooses students
who show promise in public affairs. The pro
gram gives them exposure and formal training
in the field through intensive internships with
corporations, labor unions, local government,
political campaigns, media and non-profit
organizations.
Following his nine-month fellowship in
San Francisco, Hartley plans to pursue a law
degree.
Other happenings at the recently ac
credited School of Business and Public Ad
ministration this year include their answer to
an invitation (issued to only 30 schools
throughout the United States, Canada and
Western Europe) to send a team to the 1983
Intercollegiate Business Games at Emory
University in Atlanta, Georgia.
The games involve the formulation of
business policy in a realistic setting. Students
are required to draw on their knowledge of

Students
Excel From
Business To Bach
marketing, finance, accounting and other
disciplines to solve complex business problems.
Participating business majors included
Kim Kelsch, Scott Rurik, Ken Earle, John
Wigg, Bill Kochenderfer and Greg Mitchell.
Kochenderfer also was recognized as an .
outstanding senior by the Pacific Alumni
Association and was invited to join Phi Kappa
Phi, a national scholastic honor society. Mit
chell was selected for the school's Faculty
Recognition Award — a $200 scholarship at
commencement — and invited to join Pi
Alpha Alpha, a public administration
honorary.
Senior economics major Linda Hunter
brought acclaim to Pacific when she became
the first undergraduate ever to win the
Rasmussen Prize Essay in Political Economy
with her essay "The Economic Effects of
Military Expenditures in the Third World."
Her chief competition came from doctoral can
didates in the field. Hunter's prize includes
$500 and publication in the Economic Forum,
a professional journal which accepts work by
student authors. The Pacific Alumni Associa
tion awarded Hunter an outstanding senior
certificate at a luncheon in April.

The Achievement Rewards for College Scien
tists (ARCS), a foundation which gives
scholarships to outstanding students in science
and engineering, this year awarded $1,500 to
$2,000 scholarships to students at nine North
ern California universities. UOP boasts 12 win
ners (the largest group from any one campus)
in competition with Stanford and the Universi
ty of California. Selections are based on a stu
dent's scholastic record and proven ability in a
scientific field. All recipients must be United
•States citizens.
ARCS scholars include Lisa Christensen
Bumanlag (chemistry), also a 1982 ARCS
scholar and this year named top chemistry ma
jor in Northern California by the Society of
Applied Spectroscopy. Chemistry junior Taryn
Yamane and biochemistry graduate students
Kim Jason Dennis and Bradley Glenn also
received awards.
From the Psychology Department, a
Ph.D. candidate in applied behavior analysis,
Charles Butler, and Steven Kahn, a graduate
specializing in behavioral medicine, took
honors.

The School of Pharmacy garnered six
awards with students Fred Goodman (clinical
pharmacy), Terry Hair (physiology/phar
macology), Mario Johansen (pharmacology),
Elson Kim (physiology), David Lippman
(medicinal chemistry), and Scott Robertson
(physiology).
In April, School of Pharmacy student Les
E. Bennett flew to New Orleans as a Pacific
delegate to the national convention of the Stu
dent American Pharmaceutical Association.
He returned a week later the first UOP student
ever elected as Speaker of the House of
Delegates to that organization, which
represents most of the 72 accredited pharmacy
schools across the country.

The Consulting Engineers Association of
California (CEAC) sponsored a scholarship
competition early this year in which four
students from the School of Engineering com
peted with 40 others from 18 schools. The
awards, based on academic achievement, extra
curricular activities, work experience, a written
essay and oral interview, went to three of
those students, seniors Christine Henry, Carl
Lude and Christopher Liu. Henry captured
first prize, this year worth $1,500 and Lude
took third place honor of $800. Both were
eligible for the national competition. In May
Lude received that recognition along with an
additional $1,000 award. An honorable men
tion and $300 went to Liu.
One of the many honors given Conser
vatory students this year went to sophomore
music history major Neil Fanning. In March,
Fanning was one of 48 musicians and vocalists
selected from a field of 263 to perform in the
Berkeley Junior Bach Festival. The annual
series^ of concerts features Johann Sebastian
Bach s music performed by artists under 21. •
For the occasion, Fanning rendered a magnifi
cent "Praludium and Fuge: C Major" on the
organ.
McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento
adds its credit to the list as a new member of
the prestigious Order of the Coif. This is the
highest academic recognition that can be
awarded to any of the 172 law schools ac
credited by the American Bar Association.
McGeorge is only the 59th school to receive a
chapter.
__p.M.

Spanos Gives
A Million For
Music And More

Mardi Gras
Stockton Style

M

A

$1 MILLION GIFT TO THE
University from building developer
Alex G. Spanos of Stockton has been an
nounced.
Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP
president, said that $500,000 will be for
renovation and modernization of the
Conservatory of Music Auditorium,
$100,000 will be for the construction of
the new library, $300,000 will be to im
prove facilities in the Alex G. Spanos
Center by providing a lounge, reception
and dining area, and $100,000 will be for
additional construction costs related to
these projects.
"We are delighted that Alex Spanos
has come forward, once again, with such
a profound expression of support for the
University of the Pacific," said McCaf
frey at a May 17 news conference in an
nouncing the gift. "His continuing finan
cial support to our University, uninter
rupted over the past 25 years,
demonstrates Spanos' loyalty and dedica
tion to Pacific and, in addition, reinforces
his belief in the value of higher
education," McCaffrey added.
The gift from Spanos will involve ex
tensive renovation of the 1,250-seat
auditorium that is the main building for
the Conservatory. The renovation is ex
pected to include a new heating system
and air conditioning, plus new seating,
decorating, restrooms and general refur
bishing to provide a distinctive concert
hall for the University.
The gift is the second $1 million
award to come to UOP in the last four
months, and they both involve music
facilities. In January an anonymous
donor presented the University with $1
million for a music rehearsal center, small
recital hall and music section of the new
library.
The Alex G. Spanos Center was com
pleted two years ago. Tentative plans at
that time included adding the lounge and
dining room along the west side of the
6,000-seat complex at a later date. The
addition will be similar to the Pacific
Club now situated along the east rim of
Pacific Memorial Stadium.
The funding for the library pushes
this fund drive to the $3.8 million mark
in the $6 million campaign. The project
will double the size of existing University
library facilities.
The $1 million from Spanos is the
latest, and largest, in a series of gifts
from the Stockton resident over the last
several years.

Reflections

Alex Spanos has made a financial contribution or
gift-in-kind to UOP for 25 consecutive years.

The UOP alumnus financed con
struction of the Pacific Club at Pacific
Memorial Stadium in 1973. This project
involved an estimated cost of $400,000.
Spanos was the largest single con
tributor, with a $500,000 donation,
toward the multi-events center that was
named for him by the Board of Regents
in 1979.
In 1973 the Alex and Faye Spanos
Distinguished Teaching Award was
established at the University by the
Spanos children to honor their parents on
their 25th wedding anniversary. This en
dowed award has grown to be one of the
most significant honors presented each
year at commencement.
Other facilities provided by Spanos
have included the athletic team locker
rooms at Pacific Memorial Stadium,
training facilities for physical education,
and a variety of other needs on campus.
Spanos has made a financial con
tribution or gift-in-kind to the University
every year for the past 25 years.
The Spanos gift pushes the total
amount of funds raised or pledged to the
$25 million mark in the University's $30
million capital campaign For A Greater
Pacific. The fund drive, now in its fifth
year, was launched for human enrich
ment, to improve instructional facilities,
to strengthen academic programs, and to
enlarge student services.

ENTION Mardi Gras and most people
think of New Orleans. But for about 20
years — from the middle 1930s to middle
1950s — it identified one of the most popular
social events of the year on the Pacific campus.
"Mardi Gras started in the mid-thirties
because Ovid Ritter, the business manager of
the college, felt a need for a spring activity for
the students to enjoy," recalls Ed Betz, the
retired dean of men.
Planned as an elaborate costume ball, the
first one occurred in 1936 at Stockton Civic
Auditorium. The students worked for days on
fancy costumes and competed for prizes and
awards. A faculty costume winner that year,
Bob Burns, later became president of the
University.
Leading bands of the era provided music
for the gala activity. Bill Biddick, the student
body president in 1941, campaigned for office
promising to bring in the Russ Morgan Or
chestra for Mardi Gras. "That was a famous
'Big Band', and we paid $650 — a lot of
money in those days — to get them here,"
says Biddick, now a retired judge who lives in
Stockton.
A carnival, arranged at the auditorium in
conjunction with the costume ball, featured
numerous booths along the walls of the dance
floor. A Mardi Gras queen reigned over the
event. A Mardi Gras king was mentioned in
some old yearbooks, and this later evolved in
to an "Ugly Man" contest.
Through the years Mardi Gras (the name
came from the New Orleans event) expanded
into a week-long program of merriment .
Parades, decorated fraternity and sorority
houses, rallies, skits, a "Faculty Frolics" vari
ety show, street dances, relay races, and sport
ing events like volleyball and powder puff
football were part of the affair.
Unusual events noted in the Naranjado
that apparently failed to become a lasting
tradition included a jumping frog contest in
1955, pie eating contest "that turned into a
free-for-all" in 1957 and beard growing contest
in 1959.
By the late 1950s the emphasis shifted to
a large campus barbeque. Except for mention
of a series of games and tricycle races in 1969,
few comments appeared on Mardi Gras in
Naranjados after 1960.
"The students put a tremendous amount
of work into their costumes for the ball," ex
plains Catherine Davis, associate dean of
students, in explaining the demise of the activi
ty. "They just reached a point where doing
this wasn't important."
According to Betz, Mardi Gras disap
peared gradually over a period of years. "It
was a victim of the busy sixties, when students
were very serious and not interested in any
horse play — except of their own making," he
says.
—R.D.
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Pacific Profiles
Herschel Frye

H

ERSCHEL Frye is one chemist
who isn't easily confused in a
courtroom. For the past 15 years the
UOP chemistry professor has
moonlighted as a consultant to both
the San Joaquin County District At
torney's Office and the Public
Defender's Office on matters concern
ing analytical chemistry.
As a chemical consultant, Frye is
asked to identify and quantify the
amount of drugs or alcohol present in
the blood, urine or breath of someone
under questioning by the police.
Through the years Frye has
testified in numerous cases — primari
ly civil suits — and has learned how to
handle himself during a cross examina
tion. "I enjoy a good natured battle of
wits," he admits. The chemist says the
nature of the relationship between
scientists and lawyers is often tenuous
because both groups are required to
work with each other in unfamiliar
waters.
Although he rarely meets the
defendant, the chemist's scientific
opinion has saved more than one per
son from conviction. For example, the
operator of a cleaning truck was charg
ed with drunk driving. Test results
proved the man had been intoxicated at
the time of arrest. In court, however,
Frye noted that the man had been driv
ing his truck on a cold day with the
windows rolled up. The truck contain
ed dirty towels which had been
saturated with a volatile industrial sol
vent. The fumes from the solvent, Frye
contended, could not escape from the
truck and caused the man's intoxica
tion. The driver was acquitted on
Frye's testimony.
His services are requested on the
average of four times every month,
with several cases lying outside San

Joaquin County. And Frye's practice is
successful enough that he regularly
turns away cases.
His true love, however, is
teaching. Frye has taught at Pacific for
27 years. "I could conceive of nothing
else," he says proudly.
Currently he is helping to form a
new program which will be cosponsored by the School of Pharmacy
and the COP Chemistry Department to
train graduate students in toxicology.
The students will learn how to analyze
biological fluids, but it will take years
before they learn to become as
comfortable in a courtroom as
Herschel Frye.

Louis Sandine

L

OUIS Sandine, '38, has a secret.
Several secrets in fact. While
some of the events he has been in
volved with have become history, there
are things he still can't talk about, like
the Bay of Pigs invasion, the fall of
Saigon, and the Pentagon Papers.
Sandine was part of the United
States intelligence community during
most of his career. He retired from the
Central Intelligence Agency in 1973 as
chief of "intelligence production."
Since that time he has traveled widely,
including several trips to China, and
now is relocating from Washington to
the West Coast.
An early interest in Chinese as a
result of his father's work with Chinese
immigrants in Stockton led him into in
telligence work with the Navy follow
ing World War II. In 1957 he trans
ferred to "the more liberal" CIA.
The 1938 student body president at
Pacific was active in debate and fondly
remembers the debate tournaments
and trips, the coaching of Dwayne Or-

ton, and participating with such alum
ni as Bill Biddick '41 and Pearl Steiner
West '44.
As part of the intelligence com
munity, he knew about the Bay of Pigs
invasion before it happened. Sandine
was at a dinner party where he watched
diplomats react in surprise as the ac
tion became public.
Near the end of the Vietnam War
he was in Saigon. The Pacific graduate
disagrees with the analysis that the Tet
Offensive was a great victory for the
Viet Cong. He feels the "press tended
to play up the failures and the military
exaggerated the successes...the truth is
somewhere in between."
As early as 1960 Sandine and some
of his colleagues predicted that Mao
would fall from favor in China. That
prediction actually hurt his career, he
feels, because it was not believed at the
time. "The cultural revolution," he
says, "was an effort to restore con
fidence in Mao's leadership."
Following his retirement from in
telligence work, Sandine joined a travel
agency. He made six trips up the
Yangtze River as a tour guide in China.
Since then he has been traveling
around the country, seeking the ideal
spot to locate permanently...and keep
his secrets.

Bob Carruesco
J\ multi-talented Stockton sports
•*promoter hit on something big
last year, and he hopes to continue the
impetus through this season.
Bob Carruesco, Pharmacy '71,
established a reputation last year as a
leading sports promoter by re
juvenating the image of the Stockton

Ports baseball team. For his efforts as
director of promotion and marketing,
Carruesco was named the top minor
league baseball executive for 1982 by
The Sporting News.
After graduating from Pacific,
Bob began a pharmaceutical career in
Stockton which lasted eight years.
However, as a sidelight he began an
nouncing football and basketball
games for local radio stations. In a
short period he became experienced in
radio and television production. Later
this expanded to advertising and
marketing, which brought him to the
attention of Ed Sprague, who acquired
the Ports in 1979.
Sprague hired Carruesco to run
the team's promotion and marketing
program. Shortly after, Carruesco
joined the team as a part owner and
with the title vice president/general
manager.
At Sprague's insistence, Car
ruesco designed a marketing campaign
which capitalized on Stockton's
association with the legendary name
"Mudville." For many years the port
city has contended that the fictitious
town made famous in the poem,
"Casey At The Bat," was indeed
modeled after Stockton.
First the team tacked on "Mud
ville Nine" to its name. Then it incor
porated a stylized version of "Casey"
in the team logo. The resulting
marketing campaign dramatically in
creased attendance at the ballpark;
they also weren't hurt by winning last
year's California League Champion
ship. In addition, the campaign drew
nationwide publicity and helped earn
for Carruesco the minor league
baseball executive award.
Although satisfied with the
achievement, Carruesco is planning to
improve on last year's brilliant cam
paign. "We're not nearly as successful
as we hope to become in the future,"
says the one-time pharmacist, now fulltime promoter.
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Herschel Frye is a chemistry professor at
home in a courtroom as an expert on cases
involving drugs or alcohol.
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f<>"ner classmate Bill Biddick on a recent visdZ
campus after retiring from the Central Intelligence Agency.

Bob Carruesco is a pharmacy graduate who
has shifted careers to baseball promotion-

Caps Off To
'83 Grads

David Gardner
Keynotes
Commencement

D

R. David P. Gardner, the president
designate of the University of California,
was the guest speaker at the All-University
Convocation that began the 126th commence
ment weekend on May 20-22.
Gardner, who received the Honorary Doc
tor of Laws degree, is now the president of the
University of Utah. He recently chaired the
National Commission on Excellence in Educa
tion that issued an extremely critical report on
education in America, and he touched on these
findings in his commencement address.
Among the honors presented at the
various graduation ceremonies for the in
dividual schools and colleges were the Univer
sity's Distinguished Teaching Award to Dr.
David Q. Fletcher of engineering, the Spanos
Distinguished Teaching Award at College of
the Pacific to Dr. Walter C. "Mike" Wagner,
and the SBPA award for faculty excellence to
Dr. Sidney Turoff.
In addition to Gardner, prominent guest
speakers included Fernando Zumbado, Costa
Rica's ambassador to the U.N., at the Elbert
Covell College commencement. Zumbado is a
1967 Covell graduate.
Some 850 degrees were awarded during
•he weekend, including 150 at the graduate
level. Commencement proceedings were held
May 15 at the School of Pharmacy, June 4 at
McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento, and
will be held June 19 at the School of Dentistry
•n San Francisco.

Clockwise from right: Convocation speaker Dr. David P. Gard
ner, evening ceremony on Knoles Lawn, a smiling COP
graduate, President McCaffrey with graduates Robert and
Karen Fairbrook and their daughters Melanie and Miranda,
with Dr. William E. Brown looking on.

Retired Facuity ]
R

Cobb reached this position by planning
for his 1978 retirement a number of years
before. During his 30 years with the Chemistry
Department, he explains, he was able to
develop a business sense that led to an interest
in land investment. "As a department chair
man, I learned how to invest because we had
to run the department like a business," he
says.
Cobb helped build the home he now oc
cupies near Burson, a small community near
Lake Camanche some 45 minutes from
Stockton. His hillside home, built on a 10-acre
site, provides a beautiful view of the surround
ing foothills. With his son, John, who lives
nearby, Cobb has invested in substantial
acreage in the Mother Lode for residential and
business development.
"I couldn't see myself penned up in a
small home in Stockton and still be active," he
says. "I grew up in a university community
and still have most of the benefits because we,
aren't that far away." He drives to Stockton
"at least twice a week," but chemistry isn't
part of his life anymore "except for occasional
reading and visiting my friends in the depart
ment."

ETIREMENT has a variety of defini
tions, one of which is "withdrawal into
privacy or seclusion."
Nothing could be further from the truth
for several University of the Pacific emeritus
faculty members. Conversations with seven of
the 50 emeritus faculty indicate that these in
dividuals remain every bit as busy now as
when they were teaching.
References to the golden years, senior
citizens, or any other terms that indicate a
quiet and subdued life in a rocking chair were
virtually non existent. In fact, most of those
contacted had to check their calendars for
possible conflicts before agreeing to be inter
viewed .
Five of the seven still reside in Stockton:
Richard Reynolds, Fay Goleman, Harold
"Jake" Jacoby, Elliott Taylor and Cisco
Kihara. Margaret Cormack was visited at
Rossmoor in Walnut Creek, while Emerson
Cobb has settled in the Mother Lode foothills
near Burson.
Although each of these individuals has
adopted a life style geared to their retirement
activities, several generalizations came through
from the conversations.

Retirement has not brought about
any sense of false expectations.

"I assumed I would have a lot of interests
to keep me sufficiently busy," says Jacoby,
who retired in 1976 after 43 years with the
University. Reynolds, who left in 1980 after 41
years with the Art Department, says, "I think
faculty, because of the nature of their work at
a university, have developed more intellectual
interests and skills than other people. This
helps make retirement more enjoyable...having
things to keep you stimulated."
Taylor, although technically not a faculty
member, was a fixture on campus through 25
years of service in the Admissions Office. He
retired as Dean of Admissions and Financial
Aid in 1972, and has thus had more than 10
years of what many people would presume to
be a more leisurely paced life. "I was never
one to want idle free time, so I planned to be
occupied and busy in retirement," says Taylor.
He has been active with the Pacific Alumni
Association, served two years as president of
the Library Associates, was named Kiwanian
of the Year in 1981 for his service with the
Stockton Kiwanis Club, and has served as
president of the local World Affairs Council.
Taylor also is active in the Stockton
Chapter of the United Nations Association,
assists the Calitornia Student Aid Commission
as a needs analyst, and has traveled extensively
throughout the world.
Fay Goleman was known to hundreds of
students for her teaching assignments that were
primarily in the fields of sociology and educa-

A retirement joy for Elliott Taylor is setting his own
schedule, which includes time for working in his flower
garden.

tional and counseling psychology from 1937 to
1976. She, like all the others interviewed,
received the Order of Pacific upon retirement.
She offered a philosophical perspective on this
stage of her life.
"Retirement is great, it is kind of a fru
ition...a time when my personal agenda has
come to the fore. The most liberating thing is
being freed of other people's schedules. Your
life may still be one appointment after
another, but it is a different pace that isn't
quite as frantic. You can savor and enjoy what
you are doing more because you can pick and
choose for any given day, week or month."

Retirement has not lessened their in
terest in Pacific.

"I have always been interested in the total
campus and still see it as a very vigorous
place," explains Goleman. "The University is
really my second home, and I try to get there

Retirement means more freedom of
choice for their activities.

"When I was at Pacific I was completely im
mersed in the University," notes Cormack,
who retired as dean of Raymond-Callis'on Col
lege in 1980 after 11 years at UOP. "Now,"
she says, "my mind is absolutely free to ex
plore whatever I want without any ties to
courses, budgets, or other concerns."
Taylor describes the greatest benefit of
retirement as being able to set his own
schedule without worrying about any
deadlines. The wording was virtually the same
from Reynolds. Cobb's sentiments were nearly
the same, but with a qualification. "Having
the freedom to do what you want is great," he
says, "but you have to recognize that this re
quires having the means to support these ac
tivities."

visitor to the School of Pharmacv.

lead Active Lives

"Retirement has allowed me to be able to
do a lot of things I enjoy," she says while
talking about her numerous civic interests.

Travel has been a common activity
for many of these retired personnel.

campus, while Fay Goleman is easily spotted while driv
ing her 1955 Plymouth. Emerson Cobb, with his friend
Jo-Jo, has settled in the foothills northeast of Stockton.

often, particularly for the Friday Symposiums,
m also very interested in the library and am
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She is a familiar sight around Stockton in
er 1955 Plymouth. "It's a great conversation
piece with the teenagers, especially at
stoplights," she says in reference to the car.
ane will proudly tell you it has 150,000 miles
on the original engine "and it runs like a
ream. ' Goleman also says, with a smile and
note of laughter in her voice, that the car is so
identified with her that "I could never do
anything wicked or naughty."
ti

Taylor's perspective, Pacific cona unique sensitivity for the
, 1Vldaa1 ' e v en though it has gotten larger
is harder to maintain this trait." Cobb
C
th ^ ^ e r e b a s b e e n " a tremendous change in
e improved academic respect the University
(j e j S e n j °y e d " although he is bothered by the
Alttf 1 0 c o r n P' e t ' n 8 n e w chemistry facilities,
ough four new chemistry laboratories are
t'1e new chemistry building, four
add"^ USe<^
'tional laboratories must be completed.
the a c o b y > w ho has seen the University from
and P H rSP - eCtive ° f a s t u d e n t > faculty member
n ' s t r a t o r » says he is most impressed
tod a
aay by the teaching staff. "The quality of
sav 3 C u ' t ^ b a s increased tremendously," he
wh p n t h u s i a s t i c a Hy, "and this is one reason
stit t' 3 C 'f' c ' s a damn good educational incarn '° n
' S T r e q u e n tly seen bicycling to
p u s l r o m his home nearby and says he
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averages about three trips a week to the
University. He is currently serving on a doc
toral dissertation committee, is active in the
Half Century Club, worked on the chaplaincy
fund raising drive, and served as honorary
chairman of the Pacific Fund in 1980.
Kihara, who spent 16 years teaching phar
maceutics before retiring in 1973, also lives
close to the campus. She still has an office at
the School of Pharmacy, which she visits
almost daily to help maintain the school ar
chives. She also is the adviser to Lambda Kap
pa Sigma, the women's fraternity at the phar
macy school.
Community activities occupy a con
siderable amount of time for the retired facul
ty, and Kihara is no exception. She is busy
with the First Congregational Church, Altrusa
International, and served two years as U.S.
President of the Pan Pacific Southeast Asia
Women's Association.

Kihara has visited relatives on extended
trips to Japan, plus enjoyed excursions to
China, South America and Europe. She also
spends several weekends every summer at a
mountain cabin she owns outside of Sonora.
Jacoby, through his involvement with the
Stockton Sister City Association (he was presi
dent from 1978 to 1981), has visited this city's
three sister cities in the Philippines, Mexico
and Japan. Last fall he went to the Agean Sea
for a month, and he also has been to the
Midwest to visit relatives. "It's really nice to
not compete with vacationers when you want
to go somewhere, adds Jacoby in mentioning
a benefit of traveling for those who are
retired.
Cobb has a motor home that he has
driven to Alaska, Canada, Arizona and Mex
ico. "I have enjoyed traveling but seem to be
slowing down lately in this activity," he says.
Taylor has been a tour guide for trips to
Europe and Latin America, and he also has
visited Iran (before the unrest) and China. He
particularly enjoys reading extensively about
the places he will visit before making a trip.
Cormack, who was raised in India and
spent 27 years of her life there, went on what
she terms "a farewell to India" trip for more
than three months in 1981. She was able to
renew acquaintances with several long-time
friends and visit the Bangalore area that was
the site of the first overseas program for
Callison College, which Cormack served as
dean for four years during her years here. This
summer a trip to China is planned.
Continued
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For Goleman, however, travel has not
been a high priority in retirement living. "I did
a lot of traveling while I was working, and
now I really treasure the time at home. Some
one has to be home to get the picture
postcards," she adds with a chuckle.

Margaret Cormack enjoys the attractions of Kossmoor,
a Bay Area community of 9,000 people age 45 or older.
Richard Reynolds continues active in art circles and
helped establish the Stockton Fine Arts Gallery.

Writing has been a major project for
many of these faculty members.

Cormack is doing a book on the ex
periences of three generations of her family in
India. Her parents were missionaries there, and
both of her sons were born there. "It
represents three distinct periods in India," she
says in reference to the book, which she feels
will be about 300 pages when it is finished.
More than 200 pages are already completed.
Jacoby has completed about 400 pages of
a book on "East Indians in the U.S." that is
an outgrowth of a research study he began
more than 20 years ago. "I still have three to
six months of work remaining on the book,"
says Jacoby, "but I do hope to get it publish
ed someday."
Goleman has kept busy on a writing pro
ject similar to those of Jacoby and Cormack:
the cataloging of notes and papers from her
late husband, Irving Goleman.
Writing and research, however, are only
two of the many activities those interviewed
have undertaken to keep themselves busy in
retirement.
Reynolds continues to paint and recently
finished a series of small acrylics. He has serv
ed as president of the Stockton Art League,
helped establish the Stockton Fine Arts
Gallery, a cooperative among area artists, and
has served on the Stockton Arts Commission.
He is frequently a juror at regional art com
petitions and says, "This is really enjoyable
because it allows me to see what is going on in
the countryside. It is very stimulating to get a
composite picture of what people are doing."
The art educator says he is busier than he
thought he would be, and it started right after
retirement when he was named chairman of a
UOP Task Force on Academic Affairs.
Reynolds also is active in the Navy League.
Jacoby enjoys playing the piano on occa
sion, plus working outdoors cutting his lawn
and trimming the trees in his yard. Community
projects include the United Nations Associa
tion and Central United Methodist Church.
Cobb did a considerable amount of the
wood work at his retirement home, and he
also maintains a stamp collection that started
some 50 years ago.
Taylor, whose home in North Stockton
occupies a one-third of an acre, wooded lot,
has an extensive flower and vegetable garden.
Colorful displays of spring flowers, arranged
by his wife Burta, are throughout the house.
Cormack has a collection of potted plants
and flowers throughout her condominium that

would rival Taylor's for quantity, if not for
color intensity. They are lined up on the enter
ing stairway and dominate the second floor
patio off the living room. One of the attrac
tions of Rossmoor for her is to wake up in the
morning and look out a large bedroom win
dow. What she sees is the lush greenery of the
nearby hills in spring in the background, with
her collection of plants in the foreground.
Cormack teaches a course on women in
time and place at John F. Kennedy University
in Orinda, and she also has taken up tennis
after a 12-year absence from the sport. She
says Rossmoor, a community of 9,000 people
where you must be at least age 45 to move in,
has more than 200 clubs that represent a wide
range of interests. She belongs to several and
says, "I have never been around so many ac
tive people. But I do miss the young people.
This isn't a liability for living here, but it is a
limitation. I see a lot of the effects of old age.
The people aren't afraid of death, but they are
afraid of dying."
She chose Rossmoor because of a desire
to settle in the Bay Area. "This is certainly
more beautiful than Stockton," she says when
motioning to the view out her window, "and it
is close to San Frantisco and the many cultural
activities this area represents." In addition to
her Rossmoor clubs, she is active in the World
Affairs Council and does a considerable
amount of knitting for her relatives.

Retirement came at the right time.

"Teaching is becoming more complex,
and covering a larger area," says Kihara, "and
although I enjoyed researching the literature it
was becoming difficult to keep up with all the
developments taking place."
Cormack could have stayed with Pacific
for two more years, but, she explains, "I knew
it was important to retire while I still had plen
ty of juice to develop new activities." The
view from Reynolds was nearly the same.
"Retirement is a good thing to do before you
become too decrepit," he says, "and it was ex
actly the right time for me to leave."
Goleman felt she was "getting into a rut"
that made retirement the proper choice. "I was
tired of hearing myself say the same things,"
she says, "and while racing around from com
mittee meeting to committee meeting there was
another part of me that loved the time to
think, the contemplative life."
Taylor approached retirement from the
slightly different perspective of a campus ad
ministrator. "There is a generation gap,
especially in admissions work. I also knew a
decline was coming in the number of high
school graduates, and the costs for attending
college were increasing rapidly. At age 68, I
didn't feel I was geared for the effort that
would be required. But I want to add that Les
Medford (his successor) and his staff have
done a superb job in the face of many prob
lems.
While Cobb and Cormack have chosen to
reside outside of Stockton, the other five
retirees voiced considerable pleasure over stay
ing in town.
"Leaving here would be the last thing on
my mind," says Jacoby, "as we have a great
many deep-rooted friends here, and I see no
particular reason for going elsewhere." Kihars>
who came to Stockton from Idaho, said she at
one point thought of returning to that state,
but not now. "My friends and activities are all
here," she says.
Retirement, then, has many commonalitieS
among the emeritus faculty at the UniversityMany of these people remain so active that
they are on campus almost as often as if they
were still teaching.
If there is anything these seven people
haven't done in retirement, it is to withdraw
into privacy or seclusion.
„ n
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Today
SBPA Accredited
On First Try
The School of Business and Public Ad
ministration has been accredited by the
American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB) on its
first year of eligibility.
Dr. Elliot H. Kline, dean of the
school, said that UOP could not apply
for accreditation until the school was
five years old, and this occurred last
fall.
The UOP school, which opened
with an enrollment of 220 students in
1977, has grown to nearly 600 students.
Undergraduate programs are available
toward the B.S. degree in business ad
ministration and B.S. degree in public
administration.
"There are more than 1,200 col
leges and universities in the U.S. with
business programs, and approximately
700 of these are AACSB members,"
explained Kline. "However, less than
240 programs are accredited. This ac
creditation is difficult to obtain, and
we are delighted by the favorable
recognition of our program. It is not
very often that a school receives ac
creditation on the first year of eligibili
ty or the first year it applies."

Two Bay Area
Residents Named
Regents
Two Bay Area residents, Andrew S.
Berwick Jr., and Maryanna Gerbode
ahaw, have been named to the Board
of Regents.
Berwick, a San Francisco business
executive, is president of Berwickacific Corporation, an investment
and development organization, and
President of Berwick Extract Com* Pany, an industrial food flavor
manufacturing company. He is a
ormer president of the trustees of the
ystal Springs & Uplands Schools,
member of the Hillsborough Town
ouncil, a director and past president
of the San Francisco Boys' Club, and
•rector of Mills Memorial Hospital.
Shaw, a San Francisco civic
er, js a former director of the
world Print Council, World Affairs
ouncil, Coleman Youth Services, and
p xander Properties Co., all in San
Francisco.
She is president of the Frank Gere Medical Research Foundation at
?C1lc Medical Center, vice president
at h 6 ^a"ace Gerbode Foundation,
1 a former vice chairman of the San
rancisco Art Institute.
0

Outstanding
Graduates Honored
Thirteen University students who
graduated this semester were honored
for outstanding achievement by the
Pacific Alumni Association.
Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP
president, awarded honor certificates
to the students at a special luncheon on
campus.
The honorees were selected by
their respective colleges and schools on
the basis of academic excellence and
contributions to their division of the
University. They are:
Julie Coons of Newport Beach
from the College of the Pacific
humanities area. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Coons. Linda
Hunter of Stockton from the COP
social and behavioral sciences. She is
the daughter of Dr. Alice Hunter.
^
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Michael Gross of Stockton from the
COP
natural sciences. He is the son of
anjlis
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Sc*Ml of Easing
Dr. and Mrs. Paul H. Gross.
Elaine Nunn of Sutter Creek from
the School of Education. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey G.
Nunn. Aaron Ita of Ookala, Hawaii
Virginia Short
Engineering Building
from the School of Pharmacy. He is
McLaughlin Dies
Named Khoury Hall
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ita.
At
Age
82
Luis
Breuer of Asuncion, Paraguay
The new engineering building was
from
Elbert
Covell College. He is the
named Khoury Hall in dedication
Virginia Short McLaughlin, a 1922
son of Nicolas E. Breuer.
ceremonies on April 5.
Pacific graduate who spent more than
Wendy Payton of Placerville from
The building is named after Said
40 years of her life as a local music
the
Conservatory
of Music. She is the
Khoury, the founder of one of the
educator, died at her home in
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
largest construction firms in the Mid
Stockton on May 13. She was 82.
Payton. Jay Heefner of Stockton from
dle East. His Consolidated Contractors
Mrs. McLaughlin was identified
the
School of Engineering. He is the
Co. is headquartered in Greece, and
as Mrs. Music of Stockton for her long
son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Heefner.
the firm, with additional offices in the
and dedicated involvement in the pro
John
Pappas of Vallejo from the
Middle East and London, employs
fession. She taught for the Stockton
School of Dentistry. He is the son of
some 12,000 workers. Said Khoury is
Unified School District, Stockton Col
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Pappas.
the father of Toufic Khoury, a 1980
lege, and was a faculty member at
Harriet Steiner of San Diego from
UOP engineering graduate.
UOP from 1947 to her retirement in
the
evening
division and Marilyn Gor
The senior Khoury has given UOP
1968.
don of Seattle, Washington from the
the largest single gift, $500,000, toward
She received the Order of Pacific
day division, both from McGeorge
the $1.7 million engineering facility.
upon retirement from the University,
School
of Law. William Kochenderfer
The new building provides four
where she was a professor of music
of
Alamo
from business administra
classrooms, four major laboratories,
history. Mrs. McLaughlin was an en
tion in the School of Business and
six faculty offices, a student lounge
thusiastic supporter of music at all
Public Administration. He is the son of
and conference room. The new facility
levels, and a scholarship in her name
Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Kochenderfer.
has enabled the University to create a
was established at UOP in 1979. She
Kandy
Waldie of Antioch from public
new curriculum in mechanical
also was an anonymous contributor of
administration at the School of
engineering.
more than $50,000 in music scholar
Business and Public Administration.
Speakers at the dedication includ
ship funds at UOP during her life.
She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ed Khoury, his son, UOP President
For many years she wrote the pro
Lynn Waldie.
Stanley E. McCaffrey, School of
gram notes for Stockton Symphony
Engineering Dean Robert L. Heyborne
concerts, and she also started a car
and Regent Ted F. Baun.
caravan to transport local opera lovers
The engineering building is part of
Two Faculty Members
to productions in Sacramento when
the $30 million capital campaign For A
none were available in Stockton.
To Retire
Greater Pacific.
She is survived by her husband,
Donald McLaughlin.
Two UOP faculty members, both from
the School of Education, were honored
Remembrances can be made to the
at a retirement dinner on May 10.
Virginia Short McLaughlin String
Scholarship Fund through the Office
Dr. William J. Darden and Dr.
of Development at the University.
Armand P. Maffia were the special
guests at a University-wide dinner in
the Raymond Great Hall. Darden, an
associate professor of education, join
ed the Pacific faculty in 1948. Maffia,
an associate professor of special educa
tion, has been a UOP faculty member
since 1971.

Summer Institute
Planned On Global
Awareness

Scott Vila

Vila Elected
Student President
Scott Vila, a senior from Denver, Col
orado, has been elected student body
president.
Vila, 20, began his one-year term
in April. He is an English and
economics major at College of the
Pacific and a 1980 graduate of Ranum
High School in Westminster, Col
orado.
Jerry Tseng, a sophomore from
Encino, was elected vice president. He
is a human development major at Col
lege of the Pacific.

Mother's Day
"Pops" Concert
More than 200 people attended a
Mother's Day "Pops" concert on the
lawn area near Knoles Hall.
The UOP Concert Band, directed
by Dr. David Goedecke, performed for
the late afternoon free program that at
tracted many families with picnics.
Free balloons for the children and free
punch were provided.
The 75-piece band presented
music similar to that made famous at
Boston "Pops" concerts. Included
were marches, show tunes and Aaron
Copland's Lincoln Portrait.
Goedecke said the University
hopes to make the concert a traditional
spring event in future years.
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A special institute emphasizing global
awareness for educators and students is
planned this summer.
An intensive training program for
kindergarten through 12th grade
teachers is set for July 18-22. This will
be followed by a July 25 - August 11
program for children entering the
fourth to seventh grades in the fall.
In charge of the institute are Dr.
Dennis Brennan, associate director of
the Center for Development of
Economics Education at UOP, and
Doni Kobus, a UOP doctoral student
in education who has been involved
with the Bay Area Global Education
Program for more than three years.
They said the global education
program at Pacific, because of the in
volvement of both teachers and
students, will be the first of its kind in
the United States.
The week for teachers will include
Dr. Steven Lamy, a national authority
on global awareness who teaches inter
national studies at USC, as a guest lec
turer. The participants will attend
workshops by recognized leaders in the
field and specialists who have taught
global awareness courses.
The three-week session for
children will focus on the themes of
cross cultural communication,
economic interdependence and cultural
diversity. Field trips in the Stockton
community will exemplify the global
themes of the program. "In addition,"
said Kobus, "the learning activities will
enhance the basic skills of reading,
math, language arts and critical think
ing while emphasizing concepts related
to the development of a global perspec
tive."
Enrollment for both teachers and
students is limited, and those who are
interested should contact the UOP
Center for the Development of
Economics Education.

Summer Courses
For Children
A variety of cfourses for children ages
four through 15 are scheduled this
summer through the UOP Office of
Lifelong Learning.
Most of the classes will be taught
by UOP faculty members, and the
topics will include computers,
dramatics, art, insects, pets, music,
French, Spanish, photography, and the
science of patterns. The programs will
be available at various dates in June,
July and August.
For a complete list of the courses
for children contact the UOP Lifelong
Learning Office.

Faculty Promotions
Announced
Several faculty promotions, effective
Sept. 1, have been announced at UOP
by Dr. Clifford J. Hand, academic vice
president.
Advancing from instructor to
assistant professor will be Richard E.
Benoit and E.B. "Tad" Savio, both at
the School of Dentistry. Advancing
from assistant professor to associate
professor will be Gilbert Dellinger of
the Art Dept., Dr. Dennis O. Flynn of
the Economics Dept., and Dr. Paul A.
Richmond of the Biological Sciences
Dept., all at College of the Pacific.
Also, Dr. R. Ann Zinck of the School
of Education, Kojo Yelpaala of
McGeorge School of Law, Laurence
A. Hill of the School of Engineering,
and Dr. W. Anthony Kulisch and Dr.
Paul Tatsch, both of the School of
Business and Public Administration.
Advancing from associate pro
fessor to professor will be Dr. C.
Gregory Buntz at the School of
Business and Public Administration,
Dr. George L. Nemeth of the Conser
vatory of Music, and Alexander Mur
phy and Lucian Szmyd, both of the
School of Dentistry. From College of
the Pacific, Dr. Roy Childs of
sociology, Dr. Robert W. Dash of
modern languages and literature, Dr.
William H. Ford of mathematics, Dr.
James D. Heffernan of philosophy,
Dr. Patrick R. Jones and Dr. Michael
J. Minch, both of chemistry, Dr.
Roger C. Katz of psychology, Dr.
Eugene Pearson of geology &
geography, and Dr. Cortlandt B.
Smith of political science.

Dr. John D. Smith

Academic Council
Elects Chairman
Dr. John D. Smith, an English pro
fessor, has been elected chairman of
the Academic Council.
Smith, a UOP faculty member
since 1970, assumes the position this
month. He succeeds Dr. Greg Buntz as
leader of the faculty governance
organization at Pacific.
Smith has had extensive commit
tee experience during his years at UOP,
and he served for a year as associate
dean of Raymond-Callison College.

Summer Session
Courses Announced
Fiction Writing
Award Established
A Stockton financial executive has
established a $1,000 fiction writing
award at the University.
Thomas P. Kennett funded the
award because of an interest in creative
writing and desire to see students im
prove their fiction writing skills. He is
a senior vice president and institutional
sales manager for FCA Asset Manage
ment, a wholly owned subsidiary of
State Savings and Loan Association.
The award is a personal gift from Ken
nett.
Full-time undergraduate students
are eligible to enter the contest by sub
mitting a fiction work of 3,000 to
10,000 words. The winner will be an
nounced in December, with University
faculty members serving as judges.

More than 200 courses and several
traditional events will comprise the
1983 summer session.
The program began with an intersession from May 23 to June 10.
Also included will be five-week ses
sions from June 13 to July 15 and July
18 to Aug. 19.
A complete list of programs and
classes is available by contacting the
Summer Session Office.
Course work will be available in
such fields as art, biological sciences,
business, chemistry, computer science,
economics, engineering, English,
government, health, mathematics,
music, philosophy, psychology, public
speaking and Spanish. There will e
several courses of interest to teachers
through the School of Education.
Special features will include t e
38th Annual Pacific Music CampElderhostel program for senio
citizens, and 36th Annual Folk Dane
Camp.
f
Several courses are planned 0
children. Travel courses will inc u
trips to Scandinavia and Hawaii-

Alumni Board
Endorses New Donor
Program

Foreign Students
Tearn To Manage
Stress

The Pacific Alumni Association Board
of Directors unanimously approved a
•new donor recognition program at
their May meeting.
The vote followed a presentation
by the Board's Development Commit
tee, which had been working on the
proposal for six months.
Basically, four levels of gift
recognition - $100, $250, $500 and
$1,000 — will be established for in
dividuals who contribute annually.
Certain benefits and privileges will be
afforded at each level, with every par
ticipant being invited to an annual
recognition dinner.
Max Bailey, Class of 1954, chaired
the committee, which wanted to
establish a program that would in
crease interest, involvement and par
ticipation by the alumni in the life of
the University.
Serving on the committee with
Bailey were John Fruth '66, lone
Angwin Monagan '45, Kenneth Mork
50, Alumni Association President
Douglas Pipes '65, Donald J. Smith
52, Robert 1. Steres '53, William A
Stoermer '75, and Hilda Yao '75.
Complete details on the new pro
gram will be announced in the fall as
part of the Annual Pacific Fund.

Eady Tigers In
World Series
Jhe women's softball team concluded
l t s m o s t successful season in history
with a trip to the NCAA Softball
w orld Series.
.
At the eight-team championships
J" Omaha, Nebraska in May, the Lady
'gers placed fifth. They lost their first
game to Louisiana Tech, 2-0, won the
second contest from Missouri, 1-0, and
were eliminated from the tournament
when they lost to S. Carolina, 2-1.
The team, coached by Cindy
ucky" Reynolds, finished the
eason with a record of 42-16-1. They
\/ f u l e d b y t h e P'tehing of Shelley
ahoney, 24-9, and play of two Allmericans, Jennae Lambdin and
oeeky Suttmann.

High School
Students Complete
Upward Bound

A group of foreign students received
instruction last semester on how to deal
with the stress encountered by overseas
students attending college in America.
A $4,600 grant from the National
Association for Foreign Student Af
fairs funded the pilot project, which
was coordinated through the office of
Ann Helm, director of international
services.
Twenty-four UOP students were
in the project, which involved guest
speakers at workshops and seminars on
such topics as stress management, ac
tive listening, and health care referrals.
The participants, from the three
general regions of the Middle East,
Asia and Latin America, worked with
Dr. Faith Boucher, a UOP faculty
member in sociology and an
thropology, and Carol Gallagher, a
graduate assistant in educational
psychology.
Helm said the 24 participants were
selected on the basis of their peer rela
tionships on the campus. "Many of
these individuals already function as
advisors," she said. "We wanted to
make them more effective in this role
so the information they learn can be
disseminated throughout the foreign
student population."
Helm continued, "Foreign
students experience a significant
amount of stress and anxiety during
the adjustment phase of their stay in
the United States—and the American
forms of counseling and system of
mental health care delivery are general
ly perceived by them as either inap
propriate or ineffective.
"When foreign students feel
stress, they tend to seek support from
those students who they see as being
'helpful.' The ultimate goal of this pro
ject is to reduce the amount of anxiety
experienced by UOP foreign students
by helping them develop ways to deal
with the stress and recognize when pro
fessional help should be sought," she
concluded.

UOP Dinner Planned
At Methodist
Conference
A special dinner for UOP alumni and
friends is planned for June 16 as part
of the United Methodist Church con
ference in San Jose.
UOP officials will be present to
announce the recently named chaplain
for the Stockton campus, review the
student life program at the University,
and discuss plans for the new William
Knox Holt library project.

Approximately 30 Stockton area high
school students have completed the
three-year Upward Bound program.
The students, seniors from Stagg,
Edison and Franklin High Schools,
were honored recently at a banquet on
the UOP campus.
Upward Bound is a federally
funded program geared toward helping
students with college potential, but
perhaps below average grades, com
plete their high school work and
become interested in college. The par
ticipants attend weekend classes at
UOP during the school year, plus sum
mer sessions when they reside on cam
pus. Rinalda Crane directs the pro
gram at UOP, which is administered
through the Community Involvement
Program.

Summer Work
Hours Underway
Most University employees are now on
summer hours to help cut utility costs.
Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP
president, said the normal work day
through Aug. 12 will be from 7 a.m. to
3:30 p.m., compared to 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. during the rest of the year. The
summer hours will affect an estimated
800 UOP personnel.
This will be the fourth year that
UOP has implemented this program,
which saves an estimated $60,000 an
nually in utility costs.

Pacific Music Camp
To Begin June 19
The 38th Annual Pacific Music Camp
is scheduled for June 19 to July 21 with
more than 900 music students from
throughout the Western U.S. expected
to attend the various training sessions.
The Senior Division (grades 10
through 12) will involve two sessions of
two weeks each June 19-JuIy 3 and Ju
ly 3-July 17. The students train at
almost a professional level of activity
in band, orchestra, and chorus.
The Junior Division (grades six
through nine) is planned for June
22-July 21 as seven overlapping oneweek sessions of personal instruction in
band, jazz, orchestra and chorus.
A traditional part of the camp will
be weekly public concerts by the
various student groups.
The Conservatory of Music spon
sors the camp each summer.

Fallon House
Theatre To Re-Open
After a two-year closure for extensive
renovation work, the Fallon House
drama program in Columbia State
Park will resume this summer.
A season of 51 performances will
begin on June 18 and conclude on Aug.
14. The shows announced for the 32nd
season by Dr. Sy M. Kahn, executive
director of the program and a UOP
drama professor, will feature two
musicals and two comedies.
Grease will open the season on
June 18, followed by You Can't Take
It With You on June 29, Something's
Afoot on July 9 and No Sex Please,
We're British on July 21. The produc
tions will be performed on a rotating
basis as each new show opens.
Information on tickets for the
summer program is available by con
tacting Fallon House Theatre, Colum
bia, CA 95310.
Kahn said a major renovation as
part of the $1 million project at the
Mother Lode theatre was the addition
of air conditioning. Other new features
include refurbishing of the seats and
stage, floor and wall coverings in the
orchestra area, improved audience
safety devices, improved access to the
theatre areas, addition of a light-sound
control room in the balcony, and a new
lighting system. Several areas of the
theatre used by the performers also
have been improved.
"These improvements will con
tribute to audience and theatre com
pany comfort as well as to the efficien
cy and quality of the productions,"
said Kahn, who noted that all the
restoration work maintained the
historical authenticity of the 130-yearold building.

August Reunion For
Graduates From
1950 To 1959
Graduates from the Classes of 1950
through 1959 are invited to a reunion
this summer in San Francisco.
A dinner dance at the Galleria is
planned for Saturday, Aug. 6, beginn
ing at 8 p.m. Live music will be provid
ed, along with a catered meal by Bon
Appetit. The cost will be $25 per per
son.
Those interested in attending (who
have not already been contacted),
should write for details to the Reunion
Committee, Rt. 1, Box 200, Brent
wood, CA 94513.
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TIGER
TRACKS
'80s
Elizabeth Abbott Spafford, COP
'36, Ernest C. Spafford, COP '36, and
Roger S. Abbott, COP '38, took a tour
of the national parks in the western
United States last fall. Mr. and Mrs.
Spafford live in Walnut Creek, and
Abbott and his wife Suzanne reside in
Arlington, Virginia.
George Blaufuss Jr., COP '39,
was re-elected president of the Coast
Travel Group at it's annual meeting at
Silverado Country Club. George owns
Vintage Travel in Napa, where he lives
with his wife Kathryn Barry Blaufuss,
COP '39.

'TOs
Dr. Carl W. Fuller, COP '40,
retired from the Indiana University
School of Medicine with the rank of
professor emeritus of audiology. He
had been assistant director of the
Audiology and Speech Clinic of the In
diana University Medical Center in In
dianapolis and associate director and
coordinator of training in the Child
Development Program of the James
Whitcomb Riley Hospital for
Children. He lives in Indianapolis with
his wife Lillian Kahan Fuller, COP '43.
Willis T. Boyarsky, COP '42, is
planning a June retirement from his
position of assistant superintendent of
the Turlock Elementary and High
School Districts. He lives in Turlock
with his wife Dorothy Adams Boyar
sky, COP '48.
Margaret Oakander Lind, COP
'43, recently retired from the Bellevue
Police Department, Records Section.
Her husband Ellis Lind, COP '43,
retired in 1980 from the position of
northwestern manager of Western In
surance Information Service in Seattle.
He worked in radio broadcasting for
20 years and also served three years as
public information director of the
Seattle-King County Safety Council.
The couple lives in Bellevue,
Washington.
Elvera Giorgi Melby, Education
'44, a retired teacher and ad
ministrator, is a part-time consultant
to the Lodi Unified School District. An
award is presented annually in her
honor at Lodi High to the outstanding
woman athlete. She currently lives in
Lodi.
Patricia Boynton Jacobson, COP
'44, has retired as moderator of
Rossmoor Pilgrim Congregational
Church. She lives in Walnut Creek.
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George W. IJruliner, COP '47,
owns Druliner Enterprises, distributors
of sporting goods and greeting cards.
He is still playing tennis and is first in
his division of the southwest section.
He currently lives in Scottsdale,
Arizona with his wife Virginia.
Joseph F. Williamson, COP '47,
is managing editor of the editorial
department of Sunset Magazine. He
lives in Palo Alto with his wife Isabel.

'50s
Ross Price, Conservatory '52, has
been in education for 29 years. He cur
rently teaches school and is a profes
sional musician in Carson City,
Nevada, where he lives with his wife
Arlene.
Ed F. Cattuzzo, COP '52, is an
elementary school principal. He and
his wife Adelene, a clerk typist, live in
Lodi.
Richard L. Adams, COP '54, is a
retired teacher/athletic director. He
currently is farming avocados in
Fallbrook, where he lives with his wife
Jean Ferguson Adams, COP '41.
Werner F. Gehrke, COP '54, has
been elected assistant vice president of
San Francisco Federal Savings and
Loan Association. He lives in Walnut
Creek with his wife Astrid.
Phillip P. Hoick, COP '57, has
been teaching school for 27 years. He
resides in Livermore.
Marrino Berbano Sr., COP '57, is
the director of purchasing and receiv
ing at UOP. He lives in Stockton with
his wife Mary Acoba Berbano, COP
'58.
Sharon Black Barden, COP '58, is
teaching elementary school in Anaheim
at a year-round campus. She is presi
dent of a unique working-gal auxiliary
of Santa Ana Assistance League, and
travels with her husband Dick during
vacations. The couple lives in Santa
Ana.
Gail Kramer Kautz, Education
'58, has been elected president of the
Children's Home Auxiliary of
Stockton. She resides in Stockton with
her husband John.

'60s
Roberta White Downing, COP
'61, received her M.S. degree in
counseling from the University of
Oregon and is now in private practice.
She lives in Eugene, Oregon with her
husband Sandy, a hearing aid consul
tant and dealer.

Two illustrious 1923 Pacific graduates, Russ Bodley (left) and DeMarcus Brown, led the Half
Century Club processional at the recent College of the Pacific graduation. Eighteen Class of
1933 members were admitted into the Club in commencement weekend activities.

Richard A. Marshall, Pharmacy
'62, has been named chairman of the
Lemoore Planning Commission. He
owns Leoni Pharmacy and lives in
Lemoore with his wife Carole, a book
keeper.
Bonnie Neal Smith, COP '63, is a
pre-school teacher. Her husband Dow
Smith, COP '63, is vice-president, sta
tion manager of WJLA-TV in
Washington, D.C. The couple lives in
Rockville, Maryland.
Ronald E. Jones, Conservatory
'63, is the band director for Del Oro
High School. He and his wife Mary
Ann live in Loomis.
Robert L. Dunbar, COP '63, is an
instructor at San Francisco City Col
lege. He lives in Berkeley with his wife
Miriam, an information manager for
Levi Strauss and Co.
Dr. Gordon S. Harrison, COP
'65, has been appointed by the Gover
nor of Alaska to the position of
associate director in the Office of
Management and Budget. He is direc
tor of the Division of Strategic Plann
ing, which will develop, coordinate and
review long-range programs for the
economic future of the state. He lives
in Juneau with his wife Sarah.
Patricia Pacesas Perea, Education
'65, is an elementary and college exten
sion teacher. She has written a "Come
With Me" science series, a group of
science lessons for elementary children
that is used throughout the world. She
resides in Shingle Springs.
Stanley J. Mitchell Jr., Conser
vatory '66, is a bandsman with the
U.S. Army. He is stationed in Stutt
gart, Germany, with his wife Margaret,
a commercial artist.
Marian Sheppard, Conservatory
'67, a counselor at Lodi High School,
has received the H.B. McDaniel Award
from the California Personnel and
Guidance Association in recognition of
her outstanding contributions to the
field of guidance and counseling. She
lives in Lodi.

David S. Judson, COP '69, is a
major in the U.S. Air Force. He lives in
Glendale, Arizona.

\

'70s
Rudy C. Redmond, COP '70, has
been appointed director of the Bureau
of Workers' Disability Compensation
in the Michigan Department of Labor.
He lives in Southfield, Michigan with
his wife Christine Day Redmond, COP
'71, the manager of Southfield Com
munity Placement. The couple have
two children.
Lawrence W. Cohn, COP '70, is a
partner in a law firm and a part-time
judge of the District Court of the Third
Circuit. He lives in Kailua-Kona,
Hawaii with his wife Cynthia and their
son Benjamin.
Nancy J. Harter, COP '71, is
working for a women's sports \
magazine in San Francisco, where she
lives.
Larry Seidman, COP '71, and his
wife Mary Beth have opened their sixth
retail store in the Embarcadero,
Somerset General Store. They live in
San Francisco.
Patricia J. Schwafel, COP '71, is
president of the Women's Division of
the Vallejo Chamber of Commerce for
1983. She lives in Vallejo.
Jane S. Baron, Callison '72, is in
volved with both production and con
sulting in the cable television industryShe has set up educational workshops
around the country for community
groups to learn how to utilize cable
systems. Her husband, ^eaf
Rechtman, is involved in the field o
word processing. The couple live > n
New York City.

Jill K. Peterson, COP '72, has
created a children's theatre program at
the University of Portland called
"Magic Theatre". She has written a
book of children's drama games and
plans to copyright and publish her
plays. She lives in Portland.
Roy Jasso, Covell '72, is a com
munity affairs representative for
Adolph Coors Company. He and his
wife, Lori Lucore Jasso, Covell '73,
live in Stockton with their four
children.
Jeff B. Armstrong, Raymond '74,
is the director of operations for Direct
Response Systems, He and his wife
Patricia live in Arlington, Virginia with
their two children.
Bertha Dunlap Minus, COP '74, is
a speech pathologist at the University
of District of Columbia. Her husband
Reginald is in insurance sales. The
couple lives in Temple Hills,
Maryland.
Rev. Maryanne Van Buskirk,
COP 74, is the director of nurture at
the Presbyterian Home for Children in
Farmington, Missouri, where she
resides.
Richard Mauery Jr., COP '74, is
an economist for the U.S. Department
of Commerce/Bureau of Economic
Analysis/International Investment
Division. He lives and works in
Washington, D.C.
Stephen Culbertson, Conser
vatory '75, is working as a free-lance
musician in the New York area. He was
recently appointed Associate Conduc
tor of the Bergen, New Jersey Philhar
monic Orchestra. He lives in Long
Island City, New York.
Bill Stoermer, COP '75, has join
ed New Concepts Plus Industries as
yjce president for sales and marketing.
He lives in Stockton with his wife Wend-V Ford Stoermer, Conservatory '77.
D °uglas G. Brennan, COP '76, is
,
ne lighting director for Sierra Reper°ry Theatre. He lives in Sonora.
Rebecca Lang, COP '76, has been
named manager of sales and promoJ on or Satellite TV Week, the primary
Hdeo program log for the satellite innstry. She resides on a three-acre
'arm near Loleta.
Michele Pavin, COP '76, received
Ph.D. degree from Ohio State
mversity. She then went to the World
niversity of Jewish Studies in Arad,
r
a e
and
is now continuing her
c. , '
" >es at the University of Judism.
'7»r SISter' Belinda Pavin, Education
eri •' 1S c? P e a c e Corps volunteer station'n Sierra Leone, West Africa.
er

an

M n r e L ° " 8 ' t O P ' 7 9 ' completed
M.B.A. degree in international
in i n a ® e m e n t a n c l a Juris Doctor degree
aw. He is now employed as general
nager of Middle East operations for
WanGuff
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Happy Birthday—
'Swede' Righter
C.E^"Swede" Ril^ ^j!0" honoring former Pacific athletic coach
Dorothy Owen h Apt™
^ h°me °f Cy (COP '29) and
While the group of former Pacific athletes got together to reminisce with
Odale^cVp^'jVTo^1?^1118!,11'5 93rd birthday- Paul'"e "Polly" Randolph
Capitola
'
^ 3 8athenng °f Wives and friends at her home in

SchoI|hnfepHinirlvatty '29 were

Swed?;,wh° received
0n

his general secondary degree from the
VVi.lmsRigLer, Conser-

1933' ^ his wife Mar*aret

Robert "Bob" Breeden, COP '22; Marlitt "Mollv" Stark COP «T7
andT HFra"hCeS *"***"

COP

'27;

Cecil

"Moose" Disbrow COP 28

C°P '28' 3nd his w'fe Mavi^'
Cy Owen'cOP ^"and^"1
r„
'
29, and his wife Dorothv; Everett Stark rnp ">«
uW,ft Ann Turner s.nrk, COP 31; Harold He^r SeSSn -M and K

"32

C°P

a°d h'S

"ife P"">

'35' and

Esther Decker, COP '82, is an ac
count executive for a public relations
firm in Woodland Hills. She lives in
Pasadena.
Khalid Jawa, Engineering '82, is
an engineer, managing director for
Witlag Trading Est., in Saudi Arabia,
where he lives with his wife Jamila.
Steven Fedor, COP '82, is a pro
ject engineer for Northrop Corpora
tion's Electronics Division. He lives in
Torrance.
Garrett C. Smith, COP '82, and
Gifford Jon Kreutzberg, COP '82, are
students at the American Graduate
School of International Management
in Glendale, Arizona.
Matthew R. Waldron, SBPA '82,
is a gym instructor and plays profes
sional basketball in Australia. He lives
in Victoria.

Odale, COP

Thompson
n"""T
Lowell
Ihompson, COP 35; Roger Baer, COP '37, and his wife Mary Bay Baer
COP 37, and George Bud" Savage, COP '52.
his wife

I N MEMORIAMJanet Jordon, COP '79, received
an M.A. degree in communications
and is currently college relations ad
ministrator for Harris Corporation's
Information Terminals group in
Dallas, Texas.
Deborah Boyett-Munro, COP '79,
won first place at the Golden Oak
Awards for a radio commercial she
wrote, directed and voiced. She is the
director of client services for an adver
tising agency in Fresno, where she lives
with her husband Jon.
Ruth Peabody, Conservatory '79,
participated in the Henry Holt
Memorial Scholarship Competition in
March, where she tied for first place.
She lives in San Francisco.
Ann Mooney Whiting, COP '79,
is personnel director for an AmericanJapanese firm. Her husband Gordon is
a record producer. The couple lives in
San Francisco.
John Cosmos (Jake) Aller, COP
'79, after finishing the Peace Corps in
South Korea, taught for Los Angeles
College (Overseas) and Central Texas
Cqllege (Far East Division). He is cur
rently teaching ROK Army Officers for
the ROK Army Consolidated Ad
ministration School in Korea.
Robert S. Fitch, Raymond '77,
has published a book of original poems
titled "Piece of Mind". He lives in
Cotati.

'80s
Stephen M.Vella, COP '80, is a
radiation therapy technologist at a
private clinic in Santa Rosa, where he
resides.
Susan Costa Smith, COP '80, has
received an M.B.A. degree from Texas
A&M University. She lives in Houston,
Texas with her husband Anderson, an
architect.
Phillip Young, Conservatory '80,
is a doctoral student at Peabody Con
servatory of Music in Baltimore,
Maryland. He was the recent winner of
the Billy Watson Piano Competition
for promising young artists that's
sponsored by Rotary International,
and included a $2,000 scholarship.
Judy E. Owens, Conservatory '81,
is the director of bands at St. Mary's
High School. She lives in Stockton.
Merrie Wilson DuFrene, Educa
tion '81, is a product support represen
tative for Xerox Corporation. She lives
in Hayward with her husband Mark, a
photo-journalism student.
Joe R. Billingslea, Education '81,
is a special day class teacher. He lives
in Stockton with his wife Sue and their
four children.
Monte Jay Stott, Engineering '82,
is an engineer (stress analyst) for
Bechtel in San Francisco, where he
resides.
Kathryn Linan Green, Education
82, is a fifth grade teacher. Her hus
band Steve Green, COP '82, is a staff
accountant for Arthur Andersen &
Company. The couple lives in Walnut
Creek.

Anna Wythe Hermitage, '09
Virginia Short McLaughlin, '22
James R. Houghton, '24
Earl C. Brashear, '27
Viola E. Wilburton, '28
Taubner Hamma, '31
Floyd E. Taylor, '33
Lucile McGlashan Haley Pryor, '35
Dr. Williston Wirt, '38
Donnell Hancock, '43

BIRTHSTo P.J. Nudo, Pharmacy '80, and his
wife Kris, a daughter, Shawna Lynn.

MARRIAGESGeraldine DeBenedetti, COP '60, and
Dr. Clair E. Folsome.
Jake Aller, COP '79, and Chong-Ok,
Lee.
Ann Brown Mooney, COP '79, and
Gordon Whiting.
Susan Costa, COP '80, and Anderson
Smith.
Merrie Dawn Wilson, Education '81,
and Mark DuFrene.
Anne M. Anderson, COP *82, and
Richard A. McCormack Jr., COP '80.
Mark Zuffo, SBPA '82, and Mary
Marquez.
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